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Capacity and Reliability of Ionosphere Communication Channel
Based on Multi-Carrier Modulation Technique and LUF-MUF
Variation

Varuliantor DEAR† ,††a), Annis SIRADJ MARDIANI††, Nandang DEDI††, Prayitno ABADI††† ,††††, Nonmembers,
Baud HARYO PRANANTO†, Member, and ISKANDAR†, Nonmember

SUMMARY Low capacity and reliability are the challenges in the devel-
opment of ionosphere communication channel systems. To overcome this
problem, one promising and state-of-the-art method is applying a multi-
carrier modulation technique. Currently, the use of multi-carrier modula-
tion technique is using a single transmission frequency with a bandwidth
is no more than 24 kHz in real-world implementation. However, based on
the range of the minimum and maximum ionospheric plasma frequency
values, which could be in the MHz range, the use of these values as the
main bandwidth in multi-carrier modulation techniques can optimize the
use of available channel capacity. In this paper, we propose a multi-carrier
modulation technique in combination with a model variation of Lowest Us-
able Frequency (LUF) and Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF) values as
the main bandwidth to optimize the use of available channel capacity while
also maintaining its reliability by following the variation of the ionosphere
plasma frequency. To analyze its capacity and reliability, we performed a
numeric simulation using a LUF-MUF model based on Long Short Term-
Memory (LSTM) and Advanced Stand Alone Prediction System (ASAPS)
in Near Vertical Incidence Skywave (NVIS) propagation mode with the as-
sumption of perfect synchronization between transmitter and receiver with
no Doppler and no time offsets. The results show the achievement of the
ergodic channel capacity varies for every hour of the day, with values in
the range of 10Mbps and 100Mbps with 0 to 20 dB SNR. Meanwhile, the
reliability of the system is in the range of 8% to 100% for every hour of
one day based on two different Mode Reliability calculation scenarios. The
results also show that channel capacity and system reliability optimization
are determined by the accuracy of the LUF-MUF model.
key words: ionosphere communication channel, capacity, reliability, multi-
carrier, LUF, MUF

1. Introduction

The main challenge of the ionospheric communication chan-
nel system is its low channel capacity and reliability. The low
channel capacity is due to the multipath fading environment
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and the coherent bandwidth limitations [1], [2]. While the
low-reliability main factor is caused by the boundary of the
transmission frequency value, which follows the variation of
the ionosphere plasma frequency [3]. To overcome the low
capacity issue, a multi-carrier modulation technique such
as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
is used as one of the solutions, with the purpose to avoid
frequency selective fading [4]–[8]. To overcome the low re-
liability issue, a management frequency approach [9]–[11],
alongwith the implementation of adaptive selection frequen-
cies such as the Automatic Link Establishment (ALE) tech-
nique, employed in the system [12]–[14]. This technique
enables the system to follow the variations in ionospheric
plasma frequencies in order to guarantee the success of ra-
dio wave propagation from transmitter to receiver. Those
approaches are known as the state-of-the-art methods in the
development of the ionospheric communication channel sys-
tem.

Currently, the use of a multi-carrier modulation tech-
nique in the ionosphere communication channel system uses
a conventional main bandwidth which values are 3 kHz (nar-
rowbandHF) [15]–[19] and 24 kHz (widebandHF) [4], [20]–
[22]. Meanwhile, the adaptive technique uses an analysis of
data link quality from the sounding process to select a sin-
gle frequency with a narrow bandwidth [23], [24]. Those
combined approaches improve the reliability of the system
by following the ionosphere plasma variation and increas-
ing the channel capacity up to 9.6 kbps in the real-world
implementation [25]. However, based on the range of min-
imum and maximum ionosphere frequency plasma values,
which are in the range of MHz [3], [10], [26], the utiliza-
tion of this frequency range as the main bandwidth of a
multi-carrier modulation technique is quite promising. The
utilization of the ionosphere frequency plasma range as the
main bandwidth of the multi-carrier modulation technique
could potentially optimize the use of available channel ca-
pacity while also maintaining its reliability. In this paper,
we propose the multi-carrier modulation technique with a
combination of the Lowest Usable Frequency (LUF) - Maxi-
mum Usable Frequency (MUF) variations in the ionosphere
communication channel system and examine its capacity and
reliability. The proposed system uses the variations of the
LUF-MUF value from a model and uses it as the main
bandwidth, where its maximum value could be more than
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10MHz. For the sub-carrier bandwidth, the bandwidth co-
herent value based on the International Telecommunication
Union’s (ITU) recommendation is used, where its value is in
the range of kHz [27]. To analyze its capacity and reliabil-
ity, we performed a numeric simulation using a LUF-MUF
model based on Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM) and Ad-
vanced Stand Alone Prediction System (ASAPS) for Near
Vertical Incidence Skywave (NVIS) propagation mode. To
get a comprehensive explanation, the structure of this paper
is presented as follows: In Sect. 2 we discuss the variation
of the ionosphere and its channel capacity and reliability
calculation. In Sect. 3, we explain the main concept of the
multi-carrier modulation technique with a combination of
LUF-MUF variation and its capacity and reliability analy-
sis method. In Sect. 4, we show and discuss the numerical
simulation result. In the last section, we conclude this paper.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1 Variation of Ionosphere Channel

As a radio wave propagation medium in the High Frequency
(HF) radio spectrum, the earth’s ionosphere is formed by the
electrons which resulted from atmosphere ionization at 60 to
2000 km altitudes. The formation of the ionosphere layers
is determined by the space weather dynamics with the main
source is solar activity radiation [28]. The dynamic forma-
tion of the ionosphere layer causes the frequency of radio
waves that can propagate in the ionosphere layer to vary in
time and place [3]. Variations of the radio wave frequency
values that can be reflected by the ionosphere layer could
refer to the critical frequency value of the ionospheric F
layer ( foF2) which has daily, seasonal, and solar cycle activ-
ity variations [28]. For application in ionospheric channel
communication, the foF2 value can be converted into the
lower limit and upper limit of reflected frequency, namely
the Lowest Usable Frequency (LUF) and Maximum Usable
Frequency (MUF). Therefore, to guarantee the propagation
of radio waves from transmitter to receiver, the transmission
frequency values should be selected between the LUF and
MUF values.

The calculation of LUF andMUF is based on the geom-
etry of the transmitter and receiver locations and is expressed
by the equation as follows:

MUF = α. foF2 (1)

and

LUF = α. fmin (2)

with α is the geometry factors of transmitter and receiver
locations which could be expressed using equations:

α =

√
h2 + d2

h
(3)

h is the height of the ionosphere layers, and d is the dis-
tance between the transmitter and receiver. For Near Ver-
tical Incidence Skywave (NVIS) propagation mode, where

the distance of transmitter and receiver is less than 300 km,
the value of α is equal to 1. The values of LUF and MUF
directly follow the fmin and foF2 values [29], [30].

2.2 Channel Capacity

Besides being known as a channel that has temporal and
spatial variations, the ionosphere’s physical properties also
cause radio wave propagation from the transmitter to the
receiver to experience more than one path, known as a mul-
tipath channel. As a multipath fading channel, ionospheric
channel capacity can be calculated by the following equation:

C =
∫ ∞

−∞

B log2(1 + γ)p(γ)dγ (4)

where C is the capacity in units of bits per second (bps). B
is the coherent bandwidth (Hz), γ is the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) value, and p(γ) is the probability density function
(pdf) of the SNR value, which follows the variation of the
channel realization gain value. The channel capacity in the
above equation is called the ergodic capacity, as it is known
as a random process. For the upper limit of the channel
capacity, the calculation using the Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) channel could be used, which is expressed
in the equation as follows:

C = B log2(1 + γ) (5)

with γ is the average of SNR. For the calculation of the total
channel capacity using a multi-carrier modulation technique
where each sub-channel is independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d), the total ergodic capacity of the system could
be expressed as follows:

Ctot = Σ
K
k=1B log2(1 + γk)p(γk) (6)

with

γk =
|gk |

2Pk

NkBk
(7)

g is the realization of the channel gain for each of the k sub-
carriers, P is the transmitted power, N is the noise spectral
density, and B is the sub-carrier bandwidth with its values
below the coherent bandwidth of the channel.

In addition to ergodic capacity, the calculation of mul-
tipath fading channel capacity can be expressed by outage
capacity. Outage capacity is the probability of transmission
failure based on specified criteria, such as minimum SNR.
Outage capacity is expressed using the equation as follows:

Coutage = Pr (log2(1 + γ) < r) (8)

where Pr(.) is the probability function and r is the minimum
data rate threshold with an acceptable error value. Outage
capacity also has meaning as a measure of system reliability.

2.3 Reliability of Ionosphere Communication System

To calculate the reliability of the ionospheric channel com-
munication system, there are six types of reliability levels
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stated by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
[31], namely: Mode Reliability, Circuit Reliability, Recep-
tion Reliability, Path Reliability, Communication Reliability,
and Service Reliability. Mode Reliability (MR) is the basic
level of ionospheric communication system reliability ac-
cording to the limitations of the transmission frequency that
could propagate in the skywave mode. In simple terms, the
non-zero value of the Mode Reliability level is determined
by the selection of the transmission frequency value in the
range of LUF - MUF values. The Circuit Reliability is a
calculation of communication circuit reliability based on the
performance of a selected transmission frequency, such as
the minimum SNR value limit. The Circuit Reliability cal-
culation also includes the Mode Reliability calculation and
is used as a basis for calculating the reliability level of a
communication circuit, which is known as the Basic Circuit
Reliability (BCR). For digital modulation, the BCR calcula-
tion is expressed by the equation as follows:

BCR(%) = RSN .RT .RF (9)

where RSN is the probability of achieving the SNRminimum
(SNo). RT s the probability that the required time spread at
a level of −10 dB relative to the peak signal amplitude is not
exceeded. RF is the probability that the required frequency
dispersion at a level of −10 dB relative to the peak signal
amplitude is not exceeded. To calculate RSN , there are
two equations that could be selected based on the condition,
which are:

RSN = 130 − 80/[1 + (SNm − SNo)/Dl] for SNm ≥ SNo

= 80/[1 + (SNo − SNm)/Du] − 30 for SNm < SNo

(10)

with SNm is the monthly median SNR value. Du and Dl

are the upper decile and lower decile deviation of monthly
median SNR values, respectively. For calculating RT , there
are equations that are also based on two different conditions,
which are:

RT = 130 − 80/[1 + (To − Tm)/DTu] for Tm ≤ To

= 80/[1 + (Tm − To)/DTl] − 30 for Tm > To

(11)

with Tm is the monthly median time spread, DTu and DTl

are the lower decile and upper decile deviation of monthly
median time spread values, respectively. For calculating RF ,
the equations based on two conditions that could be used are:

RF = 130 − 80/[1 + (Fo − Fm)/DFu] for Fm ≤ Fo

= 80/[1 + (Fm − Fo)/DFl] − 30 for Fm > Fo

(12)

where Fm is the monthly median frequency dispersion,DFu

and DFl are the upper decile and lower decile deviation of
monthly median frequency dispersion values, respectively.

The SNm, RT , and RF values could be obtained from

ionospheric physical models such as VOACAP [32]. While
the upper and lower decile values for those parameters could
be selected from the ITU document [31]. To determine the
SNo value, the BER curve as a function of SNR could be
used based on the accepted minimum BER value.

For communication circuits that use more than one
transmission frequency, the calculation of reliability is done
using Basic Reception Reliability (BRR) which is expressed
by the equation as follows:

BRR(%) = 100[1 −
K∏
k=1
(1 −

BCR( fk)
100

)] (13)

with BCR( fk) is the basic circuit reliability of each carrier
frequency.

3. Multi-Carrier Modulation with LUF-MUF Variation

The basic form of multi-carrier modulation is dividing the
data stream into multiple sub-streams that are transmitted
over different orthogonal subchannels centered at different
sub-carrier frequencies [33]. In this study, the proposed
block diagram of the multi-carrier modulation technique
with a combination of LUF-MUF variations in the iono-
sphere channel communication system is shown in Fig. 1.
The data stream transmission is divided into an indepen-
dent number of K sub-carriers, which are determined by
the variations of LUF-MUF and Bandwidth coherent (Bc)
values. The values of LUF-MUF and Bc are known on the
transmitter and receiver sides.

The LUF and MUF values could be obtained from
physics models such as the International Reference of Iono-
sphere (IRI) [34], the Advanced Stand-Alone Prediction Sys-
tem (ASAPS) [35], and NeQuick [36] that available for pub-
lic uses. Those models are empirical models that were built
using different methods but have a similar number of input
variables, namely: location, time, and conditions of solar ac-
tivity. In practice, more than one input variable could make
the system more complex. Therefore, in addition to these
empirical models, a method that is currently developing and
has the potential to be used practically is a machine learning-
based model [37]–[39]. The machine learning model could

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed ionosphere communication system
using the multi-carrier modulation technique and LUF-MUF variations.
Variations of LUF-MUF values and bandwidth coherence determine the
number of sub-carriers and are known by the transmitter and receiver for
optimization of available capacity usage along with reliability.
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utilize a single variable of time series data. Therefore, the
LUF-MUF model based on machine learning is simpler to
practically apply in the proposed system. In this study, the
LSTM machine learning model was used for the analysis
beside the empirical physic model namely ASAPS.

The LUF-MUF values determine the main bandwidth,
with a value in the range of MHz. To roughly determine
the number of sub-carriers of the proposed system, the main
bandwidth is divided by the Bandwidth coherent (Bc) as
spacing sub-carrier frequency to avoid frequency selective
fading. The Bc value is in the range of kHz and can be
obtained from the delay spread value recommended by ITU
[27] or from the channel sounding system as part of the
channel estimation process [40], [41]. In this study, the Bc

value is 2 kHz refers to the ITU delay spread value in quite
ionosphere conditions, and is known by the transmitter and
receiver. To calculate the total channel capacity, the equation
that could be used is expressed as follows:

Ctot = Σ
K
k=1Bk log2(1 +

|gk |
2Pk

NkBk
) (14)

where Pk is the transmit power, gk is the channel gain, Bk

is the sub-carrier bandwidth following the Bc value, and Nk

is the noise spectral density values of each independent k
sub-carrier. The number of K sub-carriers are determine
using the following equations:

Ki =
MUFi − LUFi

Bc
(15)

where MUF − LUF is the value of the maximum-lowest
usable frequency values as a function of time i, and Bc is
the coherent bandwidth value. In this calculation, the maxi-
mum number of sub-carriers is assumed without using guard
band frequency and the system has perfect synchronization
between transmitter and receiver with no Doppler, and no
time offsets.

To calculate the reliability of the proposed system, the
Basic Circuit Reliability (BCR) is used according to Eq. (9).
However, because the ground truth of LUF-MUF determines
the success of each sub-carrier frequency transmission in
the BCR calculation, the Mode Reliability (MR) calculation
should be conducted first. If the sub-carrier transmission
frequency is outside the actual LUF-MUF range, then the
transmission of radio waves from the transmitter to the re-
ceiver cannot be realized perfectly due to some sub-carrier
frequencies not being reflected by the ionosphere [3], which
inherently causes the BCR values for those frequencies to
be zero. To calculate the Mode Reliability of the proposed
multi-carrier technique, there are two scenarios that can be
used, namely:

• Scenario #1. Transmission fails completely if one or
more of the sub-carriers cannot be realized, and

• Scenario #2. Transmission can still be realized with
some degree of reliability, even if some sub-carriers
cannot be realized.

For the Scenario #1, the Mode Reliability (MR) calculation

for multi-carrier transmission could be expressed as follows:

MR(%) =
1
M
Σ
M
m=1P(LUF; MUF)m.100

P(LUF; MUF)m =


1, if LUFpred ≥ LUFact

∩MUFpred 6 MUFact

0, otherwise
(16)

where MR is the Mode Reliability in the M period time,
LUFpred and MUFpred are the LUF and MUF from the
model, and LUFact and MUFact are the actual values of
LUF and MUF from observation. MR values that achieve
100% show that in periods of M , the system is reliable due
to all sub-carrier transmissions being able to propagate in
the ionosphere channel. However, if the MR value is less
than 100%, then the system is not reliable at the period of M
because one or more sub-carrier transmissions are not able
to propagate in the ionosphere channel. The M period time
could represent the period of an hour in one day or the period
of a day in one month.

For the Scenario #2, where reliability is still realized
even though there are several sub-carriers that fail to propa-
gate in the ionosphere channel, the calculation of the Mode
Reliability can be expressed by the equation:

MR(%) =
ΣK
k=1P( fk)

(MUF−LUF
Bc

)
.100

P( fk) =

{
1, if LUF 6 fk 6 MUF
0, otherwise

(17)

where Bc is the coherent bandwidth value which determines
the number of sub-carriers from the main bandwidth. LUF-
MUF is the actual value from the observation, and P( fk) is
the probability of each k sub-carrier frequency, which is in
the range of the LUF-MUF from the model. In this scenario,
even though one or more sub-carrier transmissions cannot
be realized due to the ionospheric channel not supporting the
propagation from the transmitter to the receiver, the system
still has some degree of reliability.

4. Numerical Simulation Results

In this section we evaluate the ergodic capacity and reliabil-
ity of the proposed system using numeric simulation. The
simulation was done by sending a number of random mes-
sage bits to each of the independent sub-carrier channels
as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 1 and evaluating the
achieved capacity and reliability. Parameter that used in the
simulation are shown in Table 1, with assumption perfect
synchronization between transmitter and receiver with no
Doppler, and no time offsets which are source of Inter Sym-
bol Interference (ISI) and Inter Carrier Interference (ICI).
The sub-carrier frequencies are determined from the range
of LUF-MUF values, which resulted from a model. For
LUF-MUF models, we use the ASAPS and LSTM models.
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Table 1 Simulation parameter values.

Fig. 2 Architecture of the LSTMmodel to predict the LUF-MUF values.

The ASAPS model is provided in the public domain and
could be used openly, with its prediction performance al-
ready reported in [42]–[44]. However, for the LSTMmodel,
we designed its architecture and tested its performance.

4.1 LSTM Model Performance

Long short-term memory (LSTM) is an artificial neural net-
work that has a feedback connection and thus can be classi-
fied as a recurrent neural network (RNN) [45]. LSTM has
been shown to outperform traditional RNNs on numerous
temporal processing tasks [46]. These temporal processing
tasks include the processing of multivariate time-series data
to perform predictions on future values. In this research,
LSTM is used to predict the LUF-MUF values with the ar-
chitecture of the LSTM model presented in Fig. 2.

The model of LSTM consists of three LSTM layers and
one fully connected layer, with inputs in the form of fmin

and foF2 data set values. The data set was obtained from
Ionosonde in Pontianak, and the period of data for the LSTM
training and fitting process is December 2022. The output
of the LSTM model is the prediction of the fmin and foF2
values, and its performance is evaluated based on the actual
fmin and foF2 values from Ionosonde Pontianak in January
2023. The fmin and foF2 prediction values are equivalent to
the LUF-MUF values for determining the main bandwidth
of the proposed system. The method of the LSTM model is
open-loop forecasting, where the recent observation data is
reused for the future prediction process.

The prediction results of the LSTM model for the pa-
rameters fmin and foF2 as LUF-MUF equivalent values are
presented in Fig. 3. Comparison of the predicted results of
the LSTM model with the actual values shows that the root
mean square error (RMSE) value is 0.55502 for the fmin

parameter. As for the parameter foF2, the RMSE value
has reached 0.56099. The RMSE value of fmin and foF2
that reaches 0.5MHz will have a significant impact on the

Fig. 3 Comparison between predicted values output from the LSTM
model and actual values for (a) fmin and (b) foF2 in January 2023. The
vertical axis is frequency, and the horizontal axis is the sequence of the
predicted data set number.

Fig. 4 Performance of LSTMmodel for (a) fmin and (b) foF2 prediction
values.

utilization of available channels and the level of system reli-
ability. For instance, using a 2 kHz bandwidth of subcarriers
based on ITU delay spread recommendations values [27], the
0.5MHz error prediction value lower than the actual could
make around 250 subcarriers not used effectively. Mean-
while, the 0.5MHz error prediction value higher than the
actual could make around 250 subcarriers impossible to re-
alize, which influenced the reliability of the system. Figure 4
shows the statistical analysis of the performance of the LSTM
model. The correlation between the predicted results and the
actual parameter fmin is 0.89. As for the parameter foF2,
the correlation is 0.905. The error distribution of fmin has
a mean 0.02247 and a standard deviation 0.53438. While
the distribution of errors resulting from the prediction of
foF2 has a mean value −0.13771 and a standard deviation
of 0.54536.

4.2 Ergodic Channel Capacity

Figure 5(a) shows the results of calculating the ergodic ca-
pacity and upper limit (upper bound) of channel capacity
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Fig. 5 Comparison of ergodic capacity using the ASAPS and LSTM
models on January 1, 2023, with (a) variations of SNR 1 to 20 dB and (b)
SNR 20 dB. The achieved ergodic capacity values are in the range of 106 to
108 bps, while the conventional method is below 103 bps [25].

on January 1, 2022, based on the main bandwidth values of
the LUF-MUF ASAPS and LSTM models with SNR values
between 1 and 20 dB. From the figure, it can be seen that
the ergodic channel capacity varies every hour, with values
ranging from 10Mbps to 100Mbps. This achieved ergodic
capacity value is higher than the existing achieved capacity,
which is 9.6 kbps [25].

In Fig. 5(b), it can be seen specifically the calculation
of the ergodic capacity of the channel with 20 dB SNR of
two model LUF-MUF. The channel ergodic capacity using
the ASAPS model shows that the minimum ergodic capacity
occurs at 23 Universal Time (UT), or 6 Local Time (LT;
UT+7) with a value 5.8 · 107 bps. Meanwhile, the maximum
capacity is at 12 UT or 19 LT, with values up to 1,58 ·
108 bps. The minimum ergodic capacity using the LSTM is
6.6 · 108 bps and occurs at 22 UT or 05 LT. The maximum
ergodic capacity of the LSTM model occurs at 15 UT or
22 LT with values up to 1.56 · 108 bps.

Figure 6 depicts a comparison of ergodic channel ca-
pacity between the ASAPS model, LSTM model, and the
actual values on January 1, 2023. Figure 6(a) shows the cal-
culation of ergodic channel capacity for SNR values between
1 and 20 dB. While Fig. 6(b) shows the ergodic channel ca-
pacity with 20 dB SNR. Based on the figure, it can be seen
the difference between the ergodic channel capacity value of
the model and the actual value. The calculation of ergodic
channel capacity using models can be higher or lower than
the actual ergodic channel capacity values. This condition
depends on the comparison between the LUF-MUF values of
the model and the actual LUF-MUF values, which determine
the main bandwidth value. When the predicted main band-
width value from the model is lower than the actual main
bandwidth (an underestimate), there is still available ergodic
channel capacity that can be realized. However, when the

Fig. 6 Calculation of the ergodic capacity based on the main bandwidth
variations from the ASAPS model, LSTM model, and actual main band-
width on January 1, 2023, with (a) variations of SNR from 1 to 20 dB and
(b) SNR 20 dB.

predicted main bandwidth from the model is higher than
the actual main bandwidth (an overestimate), some ergodic
channel capacity cannot be realized, which affects the sys-
tem’s reliability.

In Fig. 6(b), the actual ergodic capacity in the 23 UT
to 00 UT, or 06 LT to 07 LT, is lower than the ergodic ca-
pacity of the ASAPS and LSTM models. This condition
occurs due to the lower values of the actual main bandwidth
compared to the predicted main bandwidth values from the
ASAPS and LSTMmodels. The ASAPS and LSTMmodels
exhibited limitations in accurately predicting the lower val-
ues of actual fmin and foF2, consequently leading to higher
main bandwidth and ergodic capacity when compared to the
actual values. The inability of the ASAPS and LSTM mod-
els to predict the fmin and foF2 could be attributed to the
“sudden change” of the fmin and foF2 trend values in those
periods of time. Around 23 UT–00 UT, or 06–07 at local
time, the sun begins to rise (sunrise). The formation of the
ionosphere layers in this period changes from the dominant
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Fig. 7 Ergodic channel capacity based on the actual bandwidth value of
the ionosphere channel on January 1, 2023

Fig. 8 Outage capacity with minimum SNR (SNo ) from 1 to 5 dB.

recombination process to the dominant ionization process
as the radiation from the sun starts [47]. The trends of the
fmin and foF2 values start to increase as the solar radiation
increases, which is opposite to the previous trends. In ad-
dition to these conditions, the rate of the ionization process
in the D layer, which determines the fmin values, is different
from the rate of the ionization process in the F layer, which
determines the foF2 value [48]. The fmin values increase
faster than the foF2 values, which makes the actual main
bandwidth lower compared to the previous values. These
“sudden trend changes” could not be correctly predicted by
the ASAPS and LSTM models, which resulted in a lower
actual ergodic capacity value.

In Fig. 7, the calculation of ergodic channel capacity as a
function of SNR for every hour on January 1, 2023, using the
actual LUF-MUF value is presented. From the calculation
results, it can be seen that the highest capacity occurs at
13 UT (20 LT) and the lowest capacity at 00 UT (07 LT).
When the SNR is 0 dB, the difference in capacity between the
minimum and maximum is 10Mbps. Meanwhile, at 20 dB
SNR, the difference reaches 100Mbps.

In Fig. 8, the outage capacity with a minimum SNR

Fig. 9 Mode reliability calculation result for each day in January 2023
using Scenario #1.

value between 1 and 5 dB is presented as a general calcula-
tion of the reliability level of communication systems in the
Rayleigh distributed channel. It can be seen that an increase
in the SNR minimum or threshold value is followed by an
increase in the outage capacity. If the SNR value on the re-
ceiving side increases and the minimum SNR value remains
constant, the outage capacity value decreases.

4.3 Reliability

Figure 9 shows the calculation of the Mode Reliability for
each day in January 2023 with the first scenario based on
Eq. (16). The M period of this Mode Reliability calculation
is for each day in one month. From Fig. 9, it can be seen
that the Mode Reliability using the LUF-MUF value from
the ASAPS model in January 2023 is in the range of 10%
to 79%, and the Mode Reliability using the LSTM model
is in the range of 8% to 79%. The lowest value of Mode
Reliability in the ASAPS model is 10%, which occurs on
January 11, while the highest value of Mode Reliability is
79% and occurs on January 19. The lowest value of Mode
Reliability of the LSTM model is 8% and occurs on January
31, while the highest value of Mode Reliability is 79% and
occurs on January 24, 2023.

To get a more detailed explanation of calculation results
from Mode Reliability values using Scenario #1, which is
given in Fig. 9, a good example of comparative data between
the LUF-MUF model values and the actual LUF-MUF val-
ues from observation over one day, namely January 6, 2023,
is presented in Fig. 10. It can be seen that on January 6, 2023,
between 11 and 22 UT, the LUF and MUF values of the AS-
APS model are between the actual LUF-MUF values. This
condition is considered reliable because the range of subcar-
rier frequencies that were selected in the transmission system
could be realized. Different conditions occurred between 6
UT and 11 UT. The LUF-MUF value of the ASAPS model
is outside the range of the actual LUF-MUF values, where
the LUF model is lower than the actual LUF. Therefore, the
system is considered unreliable because all the selected sub-
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Fig. 10 Comparison of actual LUF-MUF values with results from (a)
ASAPS, and (b) LSTM models on 6th January 2023.

carrier frequencies could not be fully realized. At different
time periods, namely 0 UT to 1 UT, it can be seen that the
predicted LUF value of the ASAPSmodel is within the range
of actual LUF-MUF values. However, the predicted MUF
value is outside the range of actual LUF-MUF values, which
is considered to be an unreliable system. This condition
explains why the ASAPS Mode Reliability value reached
68% on January 6, 2022, as shown in Fig. 9. Similar to the
ASAPS model, some of the predicted LUF and MUF values
from the LSTM models are within the range of the actual
LUF-MUF values, which occurred between 16 and 22 UT,
and are considered reliable. Meanwhile, the predicted LUF
and MUF values between 6 UT and 10 UT were outside
the range of the actual LUF-MUF values, which caused the
system to be considered unreliable.

In Fig. 11, the Mode Reliability calculation result using
the first scenario for every hour of every day in January
2023 based on Eq. (16) is presented. The M period of this
Mode Reliability calculation is for each hour in one day. The
blue color represents a system considered unreliable, while
the yellow color represents a system considered reliable. In
every hour of the day, if the LUF-MUF from the model
is within the range of the actual LUF-MUF, the system is
considered reliable at that hour. However, if some values
of the LUF-MUF from the model were outside the actual
LUF-MUF, the system is considered not reliable at that hour
due to the fact that one or more of the sub-carriers could not
be realized. From the figure, it can be seen that the dominant
reliable system occurs from 17 UT to 23 UT, which is at
night in local time. The dominance of a reliable system at
night can be attributed to the very low fmin value parameter
due to the disappearance of the D layer during nighttime
[49]. With the disappearance of the D ionosphere layer, the
determination of the main bandwidth only depends on the
accuracy of the MUF value prediction.

Figure 12 is the second scenario Mode Reliability cal-
culation result, which shows the hourly variations of MR
values on each day in January 2023 for the ASAPS and
LSTMmodels. For each hour in a day, there are no zero val-
ues for MR, which indicates the total failure of transmission.
However, there are a number of hours for which theMRvalue
cannot be calculated due to the unavailability of the actual
LUF-MUF, which are on the 5th, 11th, 12th, 17th, and 21st.
The unavailable MR calculation values are shown in a white
color box with the ‘No Available Data (ND)’ mark. Based

Fig. 11 Mode reliability for each hour in January 2023 using Scenario
#1. The yellow box color indicates the system is reliable. While the blue
box color indicates the unreliability of the system, The white color with ‘No
Available Data (ND)’ marks shows the unavailable MR calculation results
due to the unavailable data of the actual LUF-MUF.

Fig. 12 Mode Reliability for each hour in January 2023 using Scenario
#2. The MR values are presented in color. The white color with ‘No
Available Data (ND)’ marks shows the unavailable MR calculation results
due to the unavailable data of the actual LUF-MUF.

on the calculations, theMode Reliability of the LSTMmodel
shows a high value for each day from 12 UT to 20 UT, which
reaches up to 100%. As for the ASAPS model, the highest
value of Mode Reliability is in the range of 13 UT to 16 UT.
The 100% value of Mode Reliability indicates that all sub-
carrier transmissions based on the range of LUF and MUF
model values are acceptable because the ionosphere layer is
able to support the propagation. The Mode Reliability value
that is less than 100% indicates that a number of sub-carrier
transmissions fail due to being outside the range of the actual
MUF-LUF value. Fluctuations in the Mode Reliability level
indicate that transmission from each sub-carrier for every
hour of the day cannot be fully realized. There are several
sub-carrier transmissions experiencing problems as the LUF
and MUF model values do not match the actual LUF and
MUF values. The lowest value of the second scenario Mode
Reliability calculation for both ASAPS and LSTM models
is in the range of 40%.

The calculation of Mode Reliability in Fig. 12 shows
the reliability fluctuations of the selected sub-carriers based
on the realization of available sub-carriers. For each sub-
carrier frequency that can be used, the BCR value can be
calculated using equation (9) with monthly SNR (SNm) val-
ues based on the VOACAP prediction model (Fig. 13(a)),
SNo values based on the BER versus SNR curve using
BPSK modulation (Fig. 13(b)) for BER values of 10−3, and
Dl values based on the ITU table (ITU, 1999). Using
Eq. (9), the BCR value for a single sub-carrier frequency
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Fig. 13 (a) Monthly SNR prediction from the VOACAP model, and (b)
BER versus SNR curve for BPSK modulation in Rayleigh distributed chan-
nel. The SNo values can be determined based on acceptable BER values.

is 130 − 80/[1 + (50 − 24)/8].1.1 = 111.1765% or 100%.
Because the SNm value presented in Fig. 13(a) is quite uni-
form over the range of LUF-MUF values, this value can also
be used as a representation of the BCR value for all sub-
carrier frequencies, which is 100%. This result also affects
the calculation of the BRR value using Eq. (13) with a 100%
reliability. Even though the BRR value is 100%, it should
be noted that this value is limited by the selection of the
sub-carrier frequency in the range of the actual LUF-MUF
value only. The LUF-MUF values from the model can be
different from the actual LUF-MUF values. Therefore, the
optimization of channel capacity and reliability in this sys-
tem is determined by the accuracy factor of the LUF-MUF
valuemodel, whose function is the determination of themain
bandwidth value.

5. Conclusion

The multi-carrier modulation technique, combined with
LUF-MUF variation, is a promising method for improving
the channel capacity while also maintaining the reliability
of the ionospheric communication channel system. This
method uses variations of LUF-MUF prediction values from
a model as the main bandwidth and a Bandwidth coherent
Bc value as the subcarrier bandwidth. Numeric simulation
using the ASAPS and LSTM models for the LUF-MUF val-
ues shows the achieved ergodic channel capacity varies in a
range of 10Mbps to 100Mbps with SNR 0 to 20 dB. While
the reliability level of the systemusing two scenarios ofMode
Reliability calculation shows the values are in the range of
8% and 100% for every hour of the day. The simulation
was conducted in Near Vertical Incidence Skywave (NVIS)
propagation mode over the Pontianak region in January 2023
with the assumption of perfect synchronization, no Doppler,
and no time offsets. The result also shows that the opti-
mization of capacity and reliability were determined by the
accuracy level of LUF-MUF models. If the model predicts
lower LUF-MUF range values than the actual, the reliability
level is maximized, but several of the available subcarrier
bandwidths are not utilized. However, if the model predicts
a higher LUF-MUF range value than the actual, the utiliza-
tion of all the available subcarrier bandwidth is maximized,

but sacrificing the reliability level to be low due to some of
the sub-carrier transmissions cannot be realized.
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